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Abstract 
Information systems have revolutionized the nature of markets. Traditionally, markets 
inherently comprised the strategic interaction of human traders only. Nowadays, 
however, automated trading agents are responsible for at least 60% of the US trading 
volume on financial stock markets. In this respect, financial markets of the 21st century 
are different to markets of previous centuries. Fuelled by discussions on their possible 
risks, there is a need for research on the effects of automated trading agents on market 
efficiency and on human traders. In order to systematically investigate these issues, we 
introduce a market framework for human-computer interaction. This framework is 
then applied in a case study on a financial market scenario. In particular, we plan to 
conduct a NeuroIS experiment in which we analyze overall market efficiency as well as 
the trading behavior and emotional responses of human traders when they interact 
with computerized trading agents. 
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Introduction 
With the growing importance of algorithmic trading and high-frequency trading (HFT), more and more 
computer agents are being used in financial securities trading. Fuelled by discussions on the systemic 
risks that these kinds of trading participants might pose to financial markets, more research is needed 
that analyzes the effects of automated computer agents on market efficiency. A challenging aspect for 
empirical research is the gradual automation in financial markets and thus the impossibility of a clean 
separation of a world with and without computerized agents. In this article, we focus on the questions:  
(1) whether the interaction of human traders with computer agents has a systematic influence on their 
emotions and behavior, and (2) whether this in turn has an impact on overall market efficiency. In order 
to study this real-world phenomenon and to analyze a world with and without computer agents, we 
propose a laboratory experiment. Our contribution is twofold: Firstly, we present a market framework for 
human-computer interaction. Structured along this framework, we intend to give guidelines for studies 
involving human traders and computer agents in an experimental laboratory setting using NeuroIS tools. 
Secondly, we derive hypotheses from the market framework for human-computer interaction regarding 
differences in emotional reaction, trading behavior, and market efficiency for different participant and 
market settings. Moreover, we plan to conduct a financial market lab experiment in order to test these 
hypotheses. The specific hypotheses aim at: (1) whether humans act differently against computer agents 
than against other human individuals, (2) whether the interaction with computer agents leads to a 
different level of arousal, and (3) whether this eventually leads to differences in market efficiency. 
Financial markets have significantly changed within the last decades. Financial markets in the 20th 
century have already brought geographically dispersed buyers and sellers of goods together. However, the 
21st century has introduced a new type of electronic market where factors such as technology, speed, and 
the sophistication of computer algorithms have become vital for economic success. In today’s electronic 
markets, computer agents are deployed for different purposes with different degrees of sophistication. On 
one side, there is sophisticated technology that is user-optimized and enhances efficiency and creativity. 
Examples for financial markets are classic “slice-and-dice” algorithmic trading agents. These agents are 
designed to receive human orders and slice them into smaller orders in order to minimize transaction 
costs and hide trading intentions. In a broader context of decision support, this group also includes 
information systems that reduce the decision complexity for users and learn their preferences and needs. 
Prominent examples are online recommendation systems that have been studied in recent NeuroIS 
literature (cf. Benbasat et al. 2010). On the other side, there are intelligent systems that are able to take 
over simple or even complex human tasks since they offer a higher degree of reliability and speed. As in 
the case of HFT, trading algorithms are able to make autonomous trading decisions within the blink of an 
eye and have gained a considerable amount of the total trading volume (for 2009: 61% of the trading 
volume in the US; purchases and sales, double-counted, cf. Tabb et al. 2009). This has led to a growing 
concern about whether HFT have a negative effect on market quality. At this stage, there is only little 
research on whether the presence of computer agents has direct effects on human trading behavior. 
We contribute to existing IS literature by adding a focus on the interaction of human traders with 
computer agents in a competitive environment. Thereby, we follow a NeuroIS approach by applying 
psychophysiological measurements in a financial market lab experiment. By applying methodologies from 
neurophysiology and psychophysiology to information systems research, the new field of NeuroIS 
provides long overdue insight into the decision-making process of human individuals when interacting 
with modern information technology (Dimoka et al., 2012). The market design is outlined in the spirit of 
Gode and Sunder (1993) who conducted experiments with human participants and computer agents 
separately. Measures of efficiency include the deviation from the equilibrium price and the speed of 
convergence to market equilibrium. With our results, we intend to contribute to current discussions on 
HFT and its supposedly negative influence on the financial industry. Our case study represents a 
prominent example for the increasing amount of automated agents that are rather designed to compete 
with human traders than to facilitate human tasks. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
the section “Methodological Framework and Related Work,” we describe the methodological framework 
that is derived from NeuroIS tools and present related studies in the fields of NeuroIS, human-computer 
interaction (HCI), and experimental economics. The section “Case Study” presents the market design and 
the current progress of the presented case study. The section “Conclusion and Further Research Agenda” 
concludes presents further extensions of the framework. 
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Methodological Framework and Related Work 
Our case study combines research of several IS domains, such as NeuroIS, HCI, and economics of IS. The 
primary fields of study are depicted in the market framework for human-computer interaction in Figure 1. 
We first discuss the domains with regard to their relevance in the framework and then discuss further 
related work in each domain in more detail. Finally, we present implications and guidelines for the market 
design of an experiment to test hypotheses derived from the market framework for human-computer 
interaction as well as limitations of the framework. In our case study in Section 3, we present an 
application of this framework. 
A Market Framework for Human-Computer Interaction 
Following the research agenda for NeuroIS as described by Dimoka et al. (2012), we propose a framework 
that applies a NeuroIS approach for analyzing competitive human-computer interaction in large-scale 




Figure 1. Market Framework for Human-Computer Interaction. 
 
The left hand side of the framework concentrates on human individuals’ strategy and emotional state. 
Human behavior can be modeled with a game theoretical approach. In the context of financial markets, 
strategic actions involve the submission of a buy or sell order for a specific quantity and price and at a 
specific time. The interrelationship of emotional state and strategic behavior plays a vital role in human 
decision making. Studies on the emotional state are done extensively in the field of NeuroIS (Riedl et al., 
2010a; Dimoka et al., 2011; Adam et al. forthcoming). Adam et al. (2011b) introduced a conceptual 
“framework for emotional bidding” in which the bidding behavior of individuals in auctions is directly 
influenced by the emotional state they are in. The emotional state can again be influenced by preceding 
auction outcomes which induces emotional reactions such as regret or joy. For the application to the 
human-computer interaction context, we assume that knowledge of the existence of computer opponents 
as compared to human opponents leads to a different level of arousal and subsequently to a behavioral 
bias in trading decisions. 
The right hand side of the framework represents the agent behavior that is basically defined by the agent 
algorithms chosen. Research on artificial intelligence has been an important area of agent-based 
computational economics and has so far mainly concentrated on agent interaction. Only recently, the 
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competitive interaction of humans and computer agents has started to gain considerable attention (cf. De 
Luca et al., 2011; Riedl et al., 2011).  
Interaction of humans and computer interfaces is a subfield of the research area HCI. Traditional HCI 
research concentrates on the support of computer systems for human tasks and the design of user 
interfaces. Research in this area will gain more attention in the future since we are interacting mainly with 
supportive computer systems in our everyday life, but also begin to compete with computer agents for 
specific tasks. As described in the introduction, we distinguish between supportive computer systems and 
competitive computer agents that are sophisticated enough to overtake simple or even complex human 
tasks. The focus in our framework is on competitive market environments and, thus, we also concentrate 
on competitive computer agents. 
Market outcome is depicted in the upper part of Figure 1. Market outcome can be characterized by (1) 
overall market quality measures, such as market liquidity and market efficiency (Zhang et al., 2011), and 
(2) individuals’ success measures, such as trading profits. Work in mechanism design analyzes the effect 
of different market mechanisms on human and agent behavior and its subsequent effect on market 
outcome. The interaction of strategic behavior and mechanism design is further analyzed in the field of 
auction theory. A common market mechanism in financial markets is the double auction. Double auctions 
are a market mechanism in which buyers as well as sellers are able to submit buy orders (bids) and sell 
orders (offers) and accept bids and offers simultaneously. 
Individual Behavior and Emotional State 
NeuroIS is a relatively new field in IS research and the use cases for NeuroIS research have grown 
considerably. NeuroIS is defined as the application of “cognitive neuroscience theories, methods, and 
tools in Information Systems (IS) research” (cf. Dimoka et al. 2007). It further understands itself as a 
“subfield in the IS literature that relies on neuroscience and neurophysiological theories and tools to 
better understand the development, use, and impact of information technologies (IT)” (cf. Riedl et al. 
2010). The neuro- and psychophysiological tools include functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), 
electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiography (ECG), facial electromyography (EMG), and skin 
conductance response (SCR). Examples for IS research issues that can be tackled with NeuroIS methods 
include the identification of the TAM in the brain (cf. Dimoka and Davis, 2008) and the interaction of 
humans with recommendation avatars of different races and gender (cf. Dimoka et al., 2009; Riedl et al., 
2011). Dimoka et al. (2012) outlined further research directions, some of them described below. In their 
recent work, Riedl et al. (2012) also addressed possible negative effects of technology usage using NeuroIS 
tools, such as the increase in “Technostress,” as measured by the increase of cortisol. Another instance of 
an increasing amount of stress is auction fever which has been analyzed by Adam et al. (2011a). A model 
for a more general emotion in competitive situations, “competitive arousal,” is introduced by Ku et al. 
(2005). Adam et al. (2011b) further introduced a methodological framework which is closely related to the 
psychophysiological tools in NeuroIS with a primary focus on economic problems, called 
“Physioeconomics.” Physioeconomics extends existing methods of experimental economics by measuring 
autonomic nervous system activity using well-established psychophysiological methodology. In the 
context of electronic markets, these measures can serve as proxies for the emotional processing of human 
traders. This methodology is also applied in our case study.  
Application to IS Constructs: Human-Computer Interaction  
Possible IS constructs for the analysis with NeuroIS methods have been outlined by Dimoka et al. (2011), 
with a focus on HCI constructs. A popular research focus is the construct of trust in HCI and its impact on 
behavior and neurology (e.g. Riedl et al. 2011, Dimoka 2010). This line of research is based on the 
assumption that computer agents are supportive for humans. Their results might have an unforeseeable 
impact not only on the form of communication in the future (with respect to avatar-based communication 
for example), but also on the visualization of information systems in general, such as avatar-based 
recommendation systems as studied by Al-Natour et al. (2006) and Benbasat et al. (2010).  
In contrast to the supportive nature of agents, our research focus is the IS construct “competition” (cf. 
Dimoka et al. 2011). The group of competitive agents has a different nature than those related to 
supportive agents. In contrast to the “positive” construct of trust presented above, competition has a 
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rather negative connotation. As described by Smith (1776), competition is created by a shortfall of a 
specific commodity. While HCI literature has traditionally concentrated on supportive computer systems 
and the design of these systems, HCI literature on competitive interaction has been relatively sparse. 
Williams and Clippinger (2002) analyzed aggressiveness of human players in computer games. They 
found that users experienced higher levels of aggressiveness when playing with computer opponents than 
with a human stranger face-to-face. Decety et al. (2004) used neurological tools to shed more light on the 
visceral processes underlying competition in human-human interaction. The authors have understood 
competition as a “socially rewarding process” in the human-human context. Competitive human-
computer interaction and its neurological impact have been further studied by Gallagher et al. (2002) and 
Sanfey et al. (2003). Recent studies have shown that the human opponents caused more activation with 
unfair offers in the ultimatum game (Güth et al. 1982) than computer opponents. This again can lead to a 
higher competition towards human opponents due to a social effect. With the growing sophistication of 
algorithms, trading agents have gained more abilities to learn and adapt their behavior to the economic 
and social environment. We argue that this kind of smart agents might have different effects on humans 
since interacting with computer intelligence might have a vital influence on the behavior and emotional 
state of human participants.  
An increasing use of computer agents can also be observed in our everyday life. An example is the use of 
bidding agents on market platforms such as eBay, called “snipers” (Ariely et al., 2005). Snipers are 
programmed to make bids within the last seconds of an eBay auction. Assuming that there are no 
problems with the transfer of the bids, sniping is a weakly dominant strategy on eBay. This application 
might also raise concern about the fairness to other human bidders.  
Market Outcome and Market Design 
The analysis of strategic interaction in a competitive environment can be traced back to the introduction 
of game theory by von Neumann (1928). One assumption for game theoretic analysis is the notion of 
rational decision makers in the game. The rational expectation model understands expectations as 
informed predictions of future events and, thus, essentially the same as the predictions of the relevant 
economic theory (Muth, 1961). This notion has served as a foundation for auction theory and mechanism 
design. Based on the assumption of rational agents, the field of auction theory studies the design of 
market mechanisms and the quality of the market outcome. In recent economic literature, experimental 
economists have departed from the assumptions of rational agents in the rational expectation model 
(Camerer, 2003; Adam and Kroll, 2012). The main reasons were behavioral deviations from the rational 
expectation model which often yield empirical results in contradiction to theoretical predictions. 
Conducting lab experiments have become a standard methodology in this field of research. A challenge in 
the area of market design is whether with the presence of behavioral biases, market designs still yield 
efficient outcomes. Our framework is also embedded into this field. With the market mechanism 
unchanged, what is the impact of adding computer agents on overall market efficiency? The 
interrelationships of IS constructs, behavioral biases, and market outcome are further discussed in 
Weinhardt et al. (2003). 
Double auctions are a commonly used market mechanism for financial assets, but also for commodities 
such as at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. In comparison to other market mechanisms, it provides 
flexibility for traders to update their trades at any point in time. Moreover, double auctions are efficient 
and operationally simple. An experimental double auction was first conducted by Smith (1962) who 
demonstrated the mechanism’s efficiency for different market settings. Based on the seminal work of 
Smith (1962), further experiments were conducted to demonstrate that a double auction market 
mechanism can force markets with rational as well as irrational participants to converge to market 
equilibrium. The latter has been shown by Gode and Sunder (1993) who conducted simulations with zero 
intelligence (ZI) traders. ZI traders are implemented to post random bids and offers within a specific 
range and are considered as irrational agents. By imposing a budget constraint on this kind of traders, 
Gode and Sunder (1993) were able to show that even markets populated with these kinds of traders were 
able to converge to market equilibrium price. This work has incentivized researchers in computer science 
to improve agent algorithms with regard to a better performance for a variety of market settings. A 
prominent type of agent has been developed by Cliff (1997) who named the agents zero intelligence plus 
(ZIP). ZIP is a commonly used agent strategy in the area of agent-based simulation. ZIP traders are able to 
adapt their profit margin according to previously accepted or rejected bids and offers.  
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Further work in this field of “agent-human interaction” has been done by Das et al. (2001) and Grossklags 
and Schmidt (2003). Thereby, this strand of the literature has put an emphasis on the improvement of 
agent algorithms and it was also restricted to an economically small number of observations. Das et al. 
(2001) studied fast and slow agents in mixed human-agent markets, but were not able to make robust 
inferences on the impact of agent speed on market efficiency due to a limited number of observations. 
Empirical research in finance has shown that latency and speed matters for the market quality and for 
trading profits (e.g., Riordan and Storkenmaier, 2012; Scholtus and Van Dijk, 2012; Zhang, 2012).  
Implications for Market Design and Limitations 
In our case study, we focus on the competitive interaction of humans and computer agents in the context 
of a financial market. Although the experiment is not framed as a financial asset experiment, the design is 
closely related to a continuous double auction as used at professional stock exchanges such as NYSE and 
AMEX. In order to simplify the market design and to ensure comprehensibility, we restrict the design to 
one asset and one market. Additional assets as well as parallel markets would add more complexity to the 
setting and are an interesting extension for future research. Regarding market outcome, we specifically 
concentrate on market efficiency in our study since it is an important performance criterion and one of 
the main regulatory concerns in the current debate on HFT.  
Following previous work in the area of NeuroIS, we apply NeuroIS tools in order to analyze human-
computer interaction in our proposed competitive financial market setting. In order to gain statistical 
significant results, the number of participants per session as well as the number of sessions conducted 
must be sufficiently high. As pointed out by Dimoka et al. (2012), due to the high cost and time 
constraints, fMRI measurements might not be useful for IS theories at the strategy level. Therefore, we 
focus on psychophysiological parameters, specifically ECG and SCR, which offer real-time data. Another 
important reason for focusing on these measures is that markets inherently comprise the strategic 
interaction of many subjects. In our case study, we simultaneously measure physiological parameters of 
up to 12 human traders. Rustichini et al. (1994) theoretically analyzed possible inefficiencies resulting 
from an insufficient number of traders. This inefficiency vanishes as soon as more traders are involved. In 
more detail, given the expected inefficiency of a double auction as O(1/m), doubling the number of buyer 
and seller pairs would result in an expected inefficiency of O(1/m1/2). With a number of 6 buyers and 
sellers as in our case, the expected inefficiency approaches to the one of an optimal mechanism with a 
precision of 0.0001 (cf. Rustichini et al. 1994). Therefore, we concentrate solely on the psycho-
physiological measures of the NeuroIS toolset. These measures provide data that is retrievable in real-
time and from a larger pool of subjects.  
In order to ensure a competitive setting, we choose to populate some markets with ZIP agents. For double 
auctions, ZIP agents, though rather minimalistic, are sufficiently sophisticated to outperform human 
traders in specific settings (cf. Das et al. 2001). In order to make inferences of the specific impact of 
computer agents on human participants and test for significant differences in trading behavior and 
market efficiency, the treatment structure has to involve treatments with and without computer agents. 
We further introduce treatments for which we analyze whether the speed in which trading agents react 
plays a significant role for the behavior and emotional state of humans agents and eventually for market 
efficiency. 
The framework might be extended with respect to supportive agents that rather provide liquidity than 
compete for trading profits. Computer agents as market makers would be an interesting aspect since the 
questions remains whether a human market maker would improve liquidity and efficiency more than a 
computer agent acting as a market maker. Furthermore, market design can be more complex than the 
simple double auction that we propose. Next to additional assets and markets, one might introduce 
special order types, such as hidden orders (i.e. orders that are invisible in the limit order book). An 
experiment without computer agents on this market microstructure issue has already been conducted by 
Bloomfield et al. (2011). The important question here is whether human traders submit more hidden 
orders in the presence of computer agents. Though these additional features would be possible, complex 
negotiations between humans and computer agents would be challenging to design and the success would 
be difficult to measure. At this stage, these aspects are beyond the scope of our research framework. For 
cooperative situations, it only offers performance criteria on the aggregate level, such as trading profits or 
market efficiency and liquidity. Finally, a market setting requires a critical number of participants to 
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provide a sufficient result regarding market efficiency as noted above. We are thus restricted to methods 
that are applicable to a large number of people. The application of more sophisticated tools, such as fMRI, 
would be highly desirable, but unrealistic to achieve at the current state of technology. 
In conclusion, the framework offers a large variety of possibilities for further extension. The framework is 
intended to link emotional and behavioral biases with regard to human-computer interaction to market 
outcomes and support research on HCI in a market setting.  
Case Study: The Impact of Competitive Agents on Financial Markets 
Based on the market framework of human-computer interaction that we introduced in the last section, we 
now present a case study that investigates the impact of competitive agents on financial markets. More 
specifically, we investigate how the presence of competitive agents affects the overall market efficiency as 
well as the human traders’ emotions and decision in a double auction. Thereby, the human traders as well 
as the trading agents either have the role of a seller or the role of a buyer. Previous studies provided 
robust empirical and theoretical evidence of a convergence of transaction price to market equilibrium in 
double auction markets (cf. Smith 1962, Gode and Sunder 1993).  The following experimental design has 
not been thoroughly tested, but applied in several trial sessions to ensure comprehensibility and usability 
of the software. 
Market Design 
The market design of our case study builds on the experiment of Gode and Sunder (1993). Each market is 
constituted by six buyers and six sellers. Each participant of the experiment either takes the role of a 
buyer or a seller. Gode and Sunder (1993) conducted their experiment for 5 different market settings. The 
authors defined a market setting as specific supply and demand functions, which simulate characteristic 
market situations; such as a market in which buyers have a higher market power than sellers (buyer 
market) and vice versa (seller market). In our experiment, we distinguish between five different market 
settings. The first three market settings represent realistic market scenarios: a symmetric market, a buyer 
market, and a seller market. Moreover, for robustness, we introduce two further market settings that 
reflect abnormal market situations: price convergence and elastic demand (cf. Gode and Sunder, 1993). 
Each session comprises all three normal and one abnormal market setting.1 Every market setting is played 
for 6 consecutive trading periods. 
In each trading period, every trader is allowed to trade 6 units of an unspecified commodity. A buyer is 
privately informed of his or her redemption value vi for unit i, i={1, …, 6}, and his trading profits for 
trading the ith unit is computed as vi-pi. The information about the (redemption) value of the (i+1) th is 
given to the buyer after the successful sell of his ith unit. The (redemption) values for the six units of his or 
her tradable units per trading period are sorted in descending order. On the other side, a seller is privately 
informed of his cost vi for unit i, i={1, …, 6}, and his trading profits for trading the ith unit is computed as 
pi-vi. The information about the redemption value of the (i+1) th is given to the seller after the successful 
buy of his ith unit. The costs for the six units of his or her tradable units per trading period are sorted in 
ascending order. Each limit order and each transaction is valid for a single unit, all orders are cancelled 
after a transaction, and a crossing of bid and ask prices leads to a transaction equal to the earlier of the 
two. 
Following the induced value theory of Smith (1976), we directly link the actions of the participants to real 
monetary payoffs and plan to conduct the experiment with university students with an economics-related 
background. Students have been frequently used as probands in order to investigate human behavior in 
economic experiments (Kagel and Roth, 1995). Students have a steep learning curve and can be easily 
incentivized with a proper reward scheme. For example, the observations in the seminal paper by Smith 
(1962) are based on classroom experiments. The design of a simplified double-auction offers sufficient 
simplicity to be understood by university students. Additionally, we ask 8 comprehension questions 
beforehand in order to ensure comprehension of the market design. Furthermore, we also plan to conduct 
                                                             
1 The order of the market settings is randomized in order to control for learning effects and exhaustion. 
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sessions with professional traders in order to check the robustness of our results. Depending on their 
trading behavior in the experiment, the average payoff is approximately €25.00 per participant. 
Treatment Structure 
The experiment comprises six treatments which are summarized in Table 1. In the human vs. human (HH) 
treatment, there are six human buyers trading with six human sellers. In current financial markets, the 
number of algorithmic trading agents is constantly increasing, but the information about the counterparts 
of a specific trade is often unknown. We account for this fact by introducing treatments in which half of 
the traders is represented by computer agents. Thus, in the 6HSA and the 6HFA treatment, the market is 
populated with three human traders and three computer agents who are buyers, and three human traders 
and three computer agents who are sellers. Moreover, we introduce two treatments in which one single 
human trader interacts with eleven computer agents (1HSA and 1 HFA). Thereby, we can control for clean 
analysis of the effect between interacting with other human traders. The agents vs. agents (AA) treatment 
only comprises computer agents.  
 














1HFA 11 (Fast) 
AA 0 12 
 
We further distinguish between fast agents that have a sleep/wake cycle of 0.5 seconds +/- 50% (6HFA, 
1HFA) and slow agents which have a sleep/wake cycle of 5 seconds +/- 50% (6HSA, 1HSA). This means 
that the agents are only allowed to submit or update their orders after a specific interval and stay inactive 
or “asleep” otherwise. The experiment is based on a between-subjects design, i.e. the subjects exclusively 
participate in one of the 6 treatments and they keep their role as a buyer or a seller for the whole session. 
In order to allow for physiological parameters to be measured, the experiment follows the physioeconomic 
session framework of Adam et al. (2011a). Thus, we introduce specific waiting times and an initial five 
minute rest period which is necessary for calibrating the physiological measurement for the individual 
participants. Another important aspect is that the participants of the experiment are equipped with 
earmuffs to avoid susceptibility to background noise. Finally, we keep environmental conditions as 
constant as possible and in the range of the recommended thresholds.  
Implementation 
The market platform is based on the OpenExchange software environment. OpenExchange is an open-
source trading software developed by De Luca and Cliff (2011a) and applied in De Luca and Cliff (2011b). 
We change the market design according to the description above.  
The trading interface is depicted in Figure 2. The trading interface includes the most essential information 
necessary for trading. The left hand side contains the personal information for a specific trader, such as 
the treatment he or she is in, the profit gained, the units traded, and the trade he or she made. The middle 
part of the interface provides information for the order submission. At the top is the order book in which 
the traders can see all the orders submitted by other traders as well as his own order ordered by price and 
then by the time of submission. The order submission panel offers information about the value or cost of 
the current unit of commodity that is currently traded. The right hand side contains the trade history of 
the whole market. 
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Figure 2. Trading Interface. 
 
Conclusion and Further Research Agenda 
We contribute to current NeuroIS research by adding a focus to the competitive interaction of human 
traders and computer agents. In particular, we introduce a framework for the analysis of human-
computer interaction in a financial market setting using NeuroIS tools. Our market framework for 
human-computer interaction combines NeuroIS methods and research areas close to the fields of NeuroIS 
and human-computer interaction. The framework provides a guideline for further studies of real world 
phenomena including both human actors as well as computer agents.  
The experiment design that we present in our case study is based on previous studies of large-scale double 
auctions. We further apply psychophysiological methods of the NeuroIS toolset in order to gain a 
sufficiently high amount of observations to make economic statements. The application of different agent 
speeds allows us to make further inferences on current discussions about high-frequency trading. A 
possible impact would be that a growing sophistication and speed of agents might lead human traders to 
trade more aggressively and take more risks in order to make a trade. Depending on the reaction of 
human traders, we hypothesize that this also leads to significant differences in market efficiency. 
There are possible extensions for the framework for human-computer interaction. The framework is not 
restricted to competitive computer agents, but can also be applied to the group of supportive computer 
agents as discussed in the section “Methodological Framework and Related Work” in the context of 
implications for market design. Transfers to industries other than the financial market setting applied in 
our study are also possible. Examples are recent work on agent-mediation in automated negotiations, 
often applied in e-commerce, as described by Guttmann et al. (1998) and He (2003). These extensions are 
beyond the scope of our paper but may be interesting for future research. We believe that the framework 
offers various possibilities for the analysis of related research questions in the field of competitive human 
agent interaction and we hope to stimulate further research in this field. 
Breakthrough Ideas 
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